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/= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =\
          OFFICIAL ACCEPTANCE NOTIFICATION         
      +*%$%*+          SOSHUM'2017       +*%$%*+
/= = = = = = = = = = = = == = = = = = = = = = = = =\

Dear Jhanghiz Syahrivar and Rima Pratiwi:

This is SOSHUM'2017 official letter for notification of acceptance.

Congratulation!!

Based on the recommendations of the reviewers and the Program Committee, I am very pleased to inform you that
your paper:

1570415519 - A Correlational Study of Religiosity, Guilt, and Compensatory Consumption in the Purchase of Halal
Products and Services in Indonesia
Link to your paper - http://edas.info/showPaper.php?m=1570415519

-+*%$%*+-+*%$%*+-+*%$-+*%$%*+
         # STATUS #
 ACCEPTED with Revision
-+*%$%*+-+*%$%*+-+*%$-+*%$%*+
*Please proceed with "What To Do section" or read it all below carefully.

You are cordially invited to present the paper at 2017 2nd International Conference on Social Sciences and
Humanities (SOSHUM'2017).

ALL ACCEPTED PAPERS WILL BE INCLUDED IN
SCOPUS Indexed Journals such as:
1) Advanced Science Letters (For all area)
ISSN: 1936-6612 (Print): EISSN: 1936-7317 (Online)
2)  Journal of Telecommunication, Electronic and Computer Engineering
(ISSN 2180-1843, e-ISSN 2289-8131)
(For Electrical, Computer and Electronic Engineering including IT and Com Scie)
Or Other ACTIVE SCOPUS Journals
based on Terms and Conditions at https://maltesas.my/payment-terms/.

-+*%$%*+-+*%$%*+-+*%$-+*%$%*+
Our PAST and Published Conference Papers into SCOPUS Journals
can be found at www.maltesas.my
-+*%$%*+-+*%$%*+-+*%$-+*%$%*+

===================================
***ATTENTION***
Once payment has been made (Payment Complete), automatically the author(s) of corresponding paper confirmed
their fully and honest acceptance of Registration Terms and Conditions for conference in MALTESAS website -
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https://maltesas.org/terms/. Please carefully understand before proceed with registration

PUBLISHER REQUIRED YOUR PAPER TO BE LESS THAN 20% SIMILARITY SCORE VIA TURNITIN OR OTHER
SIMILAR SIMILARITY SOFTWARE/TOOLS. Do not submit us the report but we trusted you that your article is below
20% similarity score. We will not responsible if the Publisher remove your paper if they have found your article is over
20% similarity score.
===================================

Please register as soon as possible and then submit a new corrected version to us before/on:

         ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
          11th December 2017
         ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

*If your institution/organization/company required a PDF acceptance letter, kindly email us back via
admin@maltesas.my with all the details of your paper such as all authors name, institution/organization/company,
paper title, and paper ID.

====================================================
               What To Do:
====================================================

1. Please proceed with your institution/company approval by printing this email of acceptance of notification (it can be
used for your application)

2. Proceed with payment via:
- EDAS: http://edas.info/r23812
- Or Paypal at www.maltesas.org/payment
- Or Bank Transfer to Event Management (Email us for details). Email can be found at conference website.

3. Add ALL AUTHORS at Author Section in your EDAS ID (Must be the same as your paper)

4. Add a Presenter Name at Presenter Column. Click at the Drop Down Menu and choose any names. Then, click at
the Add Another Presenter button.

5. For Conference require copyright (Do download copyright form at the conference website under Submit tab), please
download, fill in and sign, scan and then upload at the Copyright Column. If you do not find anything that related to the
copyright. Then you may skipped copyright form upload/record.

6. Prepare a Final Manuscript/Camera Ready based on Submit tab at the conference website
- Paper Format: Refer Website
- Final Manuscript submission – in .DOCX/.DOC Only (not PDF)
- Extra Pages will incur USD100 per page.

7. Upload Final Manuscript (This will be automatically enabled after you have made a payment VIA EDAS ONLY.
Other payment method must inform us at conference email.

8. Please check with any plagiarism detection software and make sure to have only at most 20% similarity score. Any
paper with more than 20% similarity score will not be considered in the database/publication

====================================================
               Other Information:
====================================================

1. This notification email serves as our formal acceptance of your paper as well as an invitation to present your work
at SOSHUM'2017 with the following rules:
- All papers must be reformatted based on the Submit tab at the conference website.
- All must meet the requirement set up by the conference organizer from time to time.
- Failure to meet the deadline and format given by organizer will not guaranteed your paper to be published in stated
publication (journal/proceedings/book chapters)

2. Please read comments from reviewers and make the necessary corrections where appropriate as suggested in the
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final submission. The reviewers' comments are included at the end of this notification email or can also be found at
http://edas.info/showPaper.php?m=1570415519.

3. The acceptance of your paper is made with the understanding that at least one author will PRE-REGISTER with the
necessary registration fee and attend the Conference to present the paper. Without payment your camera-ready
paper will not be allowed to be uploaded.

4. Please be advised that in-case more than one author would like to attend, EACH author is required to pay the
conference fee.

5. If your credit card does not work or produce an error, please call your bank card provider first as some bank
prevented making payment in USD or to United States of America.

6. I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for choosing SOSHUM'2017 to present your research results and
looking forward to seeing you in conference location.

7. Once payment has been made (Payment Complete), automatically the author(s) of corresponding paper confirmed
their fully and honest acceptance of Registration Terms and Conditions for conference in MALTESAS website -
https://maltesas.org/terms/.

Regards,
Thank you and have a nice day.

Warmest Regards
Technical and Support Staff
Malaysia Technical Scientist Association (MALTESAS)
Registered under ROS (PPM-009-04-12012015)
Malaysia
Official MALTESAS Email: admin@maltesas.my
NEW OFFICIAL WEBSITE : www.maltesas.my

Visit www.maltesas.org for upcoming events

*Please be informed our response are based on the following:
A) Computer Generated Template for common problem/issue/statement
B) Each response is based on specific conference and also represented by different Technical and Support Staff
(https://maltesas.my/about/) thus different conference is handled by different Technical and Support Staff.
C) Our response is direct to the point without any intention to message/feedback/answer in inappropriate tone.
D) Top Management will be BCC'ed if any out-of-reach problem/issue/statement is required.
E) All conferences by MALTESAS is subjected to Registration Terms and conditions in MALTESAS website once
payment for the paper has been made (Payment Complete). Automatically the author(s) of corresponding paper will
accepted and agreed to the Registration Terms and Conditions on https://maltesas.my/payment-terms/.

Join us now as a member at http://maltesas.com/mmbs/

=========
Reviews
=========

======= Review 1 =======

> *** Originality: New or Novel contribution
Neutral (5)

> *** Significance of Topic: Relating to knowledge contribution
Weak Accept (6)

> *** Presentation: Clarity and Organisation of Content
Weak Accept (6)

> *** Strengths/Weakness: What are the major reasons to accept/reject the paper? [Be brief.]
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Minor correction with this paper and need to enhance it. Currently the set of data not enough to conclude the accurate
the hypotheses and the description with the process on the analysis are too general where they used the set of data
to do the testing is same set with the implementation data which is not accurate in testing.

> *** Contribution/s & Detailed comments: What are the major issues addressed in the paper? Do you consider them
important? Comment on the degree of novelty, creativity and technical depth in the paper. Please provide detailed
comments that will be helpful to the TPC for assessing the paper, as well as feedback to the authors.

None of new novelty with this paper but can gain the knowledge.

======= Review 2 =======

> *** Originality: New or Novel contribution
Weak Accept (6)

> *** Significance of Topic: Relating to knowledge contribution
Weak Accept (6)

> *** Presentation: Clarity and Organisation of Content
Weak Accept (6)

> *** Strengths/Weakness: What are the major reasons to accept/reject the paper? [Be brief.]

Strength:
1. The paper follows through with crystal clear subject headings and a logical flow of information
2. The paper was easy to read, and organised in an easy-to-follow manner
3. The organisation of the paper was well done

Weaknesses :
1. Please check the format of the paper
2. Some of the references is not up to date

> *** Contribution/s & Detailed comments: What are the major issues addressed in the paper? Do you consider them
important? Comment on the degree of novelty, creativity and technical depth in the paper. Please provide detailed
comments that will be helpful to the TPC for assessing the paper, as well as feedback to the authors.

This paper inviestigates the correlations of religiosity, guilt and compensatory consumption in the purchase of halal
products and services among 331 Muslim respondents in Jakarta, Indonesia

The topic presented is relevant to the conference and can contribute to a worthwhile discussion and feedback session
from other delegates and participants.

======= Review 3 =======

> *** Originality: New or Novel contribution
Accept (8)

> *** Significance of Topic: Relating to knowledge contribution
Accept (8)

> *** Presentation: Clarity and Organisation of Content
Accept (8)

> *** Strengths/Weakness: What are the major reasons to accept/reject the paper? [Be brief.]

-determined the correlations of religiosity, guilt and compensatory consumption in the purchase of halal products and
services in Jakarta

> *** Contribution/s & Detailed comments: What are the major issues addressed in the paper? Do you consider them
important? Comment on the degree of novelty, creativity and technical depth in the paper. Please provide detailed
comments that will be helpful to the TPC for assessing the paper, as well as feedback to the authors.
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This was an excellent report on very thorough research. The literature review was thorough, the methodology was
painstakingly thorough and incorporated the use of sufficient numbers of data. There is clearly scientific and
practicality to support the recommendation listed.

======= Review 4 =======

> *** Originality: New or Novel contribution
Accept (8)

> *** Significance of Topic: Relating to knowledge contribution
Accept (8)

> *** Presentation: Clarity and Organisation of Content
Weak Accept (6)

> *** Strengths/Weakness: What are the major reasons to accept/reject the paper? [Be brief.]

Overall, the contents are good and clearly discussed

> *** Contribution/s & Detailed comments: What are the major issues addressed in the paper? Do you consider them
important? Comment on the degree of novelty, creativity and technical depth in the paper. Please provide detailed
comments that will be helpful to the TPC for assessing the paper, as well as feedback to the authors.

comments

the topic is relevant
references used are up to date
the paper itself is well written.
the data is sufficient to support the finding.

======= Review 5 =======

> *** Originality: New or Novel contribution
Neutral (5)

> *** Significance of Topic: Relating to knowledge contribution
Neutral (5)

> *** Presentation: Clarity and Organisation of Content
Weak Accept (6)

> *** Strengths/Weakness: What are the major reasons to accept/reject the paper? [Be brief.]

strengths               
1.This paper represents research on a topic which is current and applicable to a wide range of audience
2. The mode of inquiry and rigor are fine

weaknesses                                             
1.Some minor grammatical and spelling mistakes

> *** Contribution/s & Detailed comments: What are the major issues addressed in the paper? Do you consider them
important? Comment on the degree of novelty, creativity and technical depth in the paper. Please provide detailed
comments that will be helpful to the TPC for assessing the paper, as well as feedback to the authors.

The organisation of the paper was well done.

Jhanghiz Syahrivar <jhanghiz@president.ac.id> Mon, Dec 4, 2017 at 12:13 PM
To: admin@maltesas.my
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Dear Admin,

I'd like to know aside from $450 for the conference, will there be any charge for publication or if I want the hard copy of
published journal? If yes, could you please make a written statement/email or link on how much it's going to cost me?
I need this info for the Uni that I represent...

Thank you.

Best Regards,

Jhanghiz

Jhanghiz Syahrivar, SE., MM.
Senior Lecturer (Lector) in Marketing and Management Studies  
President University, Indonesia
official website: www.president.ac.id
email: jhanghiz@president.ac.id
M: +62 813 1761 6239 | T: +62 21 8910 9762 | F: + 62 21 890 3726

"The best trait of character is endurance in matters of right."

[Quoted text hidden]

MASTURAH HALID <mastura@skaievent-technovation.my> Mon, Dec 4, 2017 at 1:00 PM
To: jhanghiz@president.ac.id

Dear Sir,

As our conference articles will be published in online-based SCOPUS-journal, no hardcopy will be provided. You can
download your published paper at Publisher's website. However, access to the Publisher database is not
provided by us. Author must use their institution subscription for the free access.

Thank you.

Regards,
Masturah Halid

Management Officer
Skaievent Technovation Sdn Bhd
Website : http://skaievent-technovation.my/

Conference Secretariat
Malaysia Technical Scientist Association (MALTESAS)
Website : https://maltesas.org/

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: ADMIN MALTESAS <admin@maltesas.my>
Date: Mon, Dec 4, 2017 at 1:30 PM
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Subject: Fwd: [SOSHUM'2017] Official Acceptance Notification - Your paper #1570415519 ('A Correlational Study of
Religiosity, Guilt, and Compensatory Consumption in the Purchase of Halal Products and Services in Indonesia')
To: "DR. MOHD AZLISHAH BIN OTHMAN" <azlishah@maltesas.my>, MASTURAH HALID <mastura@skaievent-
technovation.my>
[Quoted text hidden]

--

Thank you and have a nice day.

Warmest Regards
Technical and Support Staff
Malaysia Technical Scientist Association (MALTESAS)
Registered under ROS (PPM-009-04-12012015)
Malaysia
Official MALTESAS Email: admin@maltesas.my
Web - www.maltesas.my
Web (Conference) - www.maltesas.my

Visit www.maltesas.my for upcoming events
[Quoted text hidden]
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